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1.

2.

  
What is NOT mentioned in this e-mail?

According to the table which of the following is true?

A)
C)

 The type of the concert.
 The day of the concert.

B)
D)

 The time of the concert.
 The place of the concert. 

A)
B)
C)
D)

Mike hates listening to music.
Jane dislikes watering the plants.
Oliver is fond of reading newspaper.
Mary enjoys visiting grandparents
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3.

4.

Answer the questions 3, 4 and 5 according to the recipe below.

HOW TO MAKE A CAKE

Step 1 Pre-heat the over 180 °C.

Step 2 Mix the eggs and sugar in the a bowl.

Step 3 Add some oil, milk, flour and baking powder.

Step 4 Mix all the ingredients and pour the mixture into a pan.

Step 5 Place it into the oven and bake it for about thirty minutes.

Step 6 Leave it to cool for ten minutes before serving.

Which question does NOT have an answer in the recipe?

A)
B)
C)
D)

How long do we bake it?
Which ingredients do we use?
Which steps should we follow?
How many degrees will be cooked?

After we pour the mixture into a pan, we................................................

A)
B)
C)
D)

bake it for thirty minutes
let it cool for ten minutes
pour the mixture into a pan
mix the eggs and sugar in a bowl

We ............................. before we add the other ingredients.

Which of the following completes the sentence given above the best?

A)
B)
C)
D)

put it into the oven
mix all the ingredients
add some baking powder
take it out after 10 minutes

What is the best option for the sentence?

5.
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6.

7.

Ada is organizing a birthday party and inviting her classmates. 
There are ten students in her classroom. Her friends give 
different responses to her invitation.

According to the information and the chart, which option is 
true?

Acception Refusion Not certain
GIRLS Two Two -
BOYS Three One One

Acception Refusion Not certain
GIRLS Three One -
BOYS Three One One

Acception Refusion Not certain
GIRLS One One Two
BOYS Three - One

Acception Refusion Not certain
GIRLS Two Two -
BOYS Two Three -

A) 

B) 

C) 

D) 

Emily likes reading a book or a magazine at home in her free time. Classical 
music is her favorite type of music. She thinks it is very impressive. However, she 
can’t stand rock music.

According to the text, which option is true about Emily?
Emily..............................................................

A)
B)
C)
D)

usually goes to a rock concert
really likes classical music
never reads book at home
thinks rock is very trendy
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9.

10.

Hello John, I called you but the line was engaged. Our plan for tonight changed. (I) Because I don’t get on well 
with my old friends.   (II) My parents will go to Germany for the weekend.  (III) So I have to take care of my sister. 
(IV) I cannot come to the slumber party.

Which of the following options should NOT be in the passage above?

A) I  B)  II C) III D)  IV

8. Pelin : .......................?
Sue : .Never, I prefer face-to-face interaction.

What is the best option for the dialogue?

A)
B)
C)
D)

When do you go out with your parents?
What are its technical specifications?
What kind of films do you watch?
How often do you chat online?

Study Results about Personal Goals

1- 50 % of the students want to have their own business.

2- 35 % of the students want to find a government job.

3- 15 % of the students want to work in their family companies.

According to the information, which chart is true?

A) B) 

C) D) 

own 
business

own 
business

own 
business

own 
business

family 
company

family 
company

family 
company

family 
company

government 
job

government 
job

government 
job

government 
job



CEVAP ANAHTARI

SORU NO. CEVAP

1 C

2 C

3 D

4 A

5 B

6 A

7 B

8 D

9 A

10 B


